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SENA TE MEETING
. , January 3, 1956-,

-,

aU

, The meeting was called ' to order by Dean Larsen with
memh~is present except Dr.
Hardy, Mr. Lamkey, Miss Rickman, Miss Terrill, and lYLr. Wade •
. 'The Dean made a brief report concerning some items bei~g _coyeFed in the January report to
the Teachers College Board. Referring to' present eIll·ollment by cla.sses,it is ,significant to
. note that the sophomore class has increased 14.5 percent over that_ of 1954 and the junior
class shows an increase of 43.3 percent. The Hitter figure -reflects the increased size of
the freshman class entering in the fall of 1953. It is noted, too, that wben students are once
past the freshman year" they tend to remain until they ~aduate • ._The large increase in the
senior class wilt come ina956-195Y. The-problem of adequate faculty ,and classroom space
will be a ~ritical one next year. .
The D~an point~d ' out further that we-have students at present who .~aduated from .high
schools' in 92 of the 102 counties ;of the state. Also fit is found that there are 31 counties from
which we have 25 or more students.
The Dean reported that there has been a considerable reduction in the number of classes with
small enrollments. The number with enrollments under 5 has been reduced 24.1 percent
and between 5 and 9, 36.3 percent. The number of classes with enrollments under 10 has
been reduced from 109 to 73 which is 33.0 percent. Forty-four of the 73 are on the senior
college level. Only 11.3 percent of all undergraduate courses haye, enrollments under 10. The
average undergraduate class size during the past four years has increased from 18.5 to 25.0,
an increase of 35.1 percent.
Dean Larsen pointed out that heads of departments in some cases did not turn in suggested
offerings for the post session for 1956. It was intended that these materials should be
turned in at the same time as those for the regular eight-weeks session. It is believed that
the post session thi~year will be better than in 1955 since the closing time will be earlier.
One, two, and three-hour courses should again be planned.
The Dean called attention to the limited budget for the Duplicating Office and asked for suggestions as to possibilities in cutting down the use of materials. After considerable discussian it was agreed that nearly all mimeographed materials could be done on both sides of the
paper. Also it was agreed that two copies of faculty meeting minutes should go to heads of
departments and directors of divisions, one for the head or director and the other for
circulation. It was agreed that one copy of the audio-visual and library lists for heads of
departments and directors of divisions might be sufficient. The Dean indicated that he would
announce at the next faculty meeting that faculty members who personally wish copies of the
faculty meeting minutes, the audio-visual lists, or the library lists may indicate that fact to
the proper person and that such personal copies may be made available.
Dean Larsen asked for a reaction as to whether heads of departments and directors of
divisions in the secondary division consider it desirable to list the teaching field requirements for freshmen and sophomores in the schedule of classes provided for students each
semester. The general reaction seemed to be that there would be no disadvantage in omitting
these requirements and that there might be advantages.

